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Remote viewing is the “acquisition and description by mental means of information blocked from ordinary perception by distance, shielding, or time (United States Department of Defense definition from May 1, 1986). Since the US Military developed remote viewing for defense and military intelligence gathering purposes, typically it involves a viewer in the United States accurately drawing and describing military targets or providing information of terrorist activity. Much of the military remote viewing program was “black box” ultra top secret. However it is a known fact that remote viewers won many of the highest awards for service that our government gives to its non-combat employees including awards from the Secret Service and the United States Congress. Two Presidents, Reagan and Carter have commended the US Military remote viewing program.

Initially remote viewers worked without any specific protocol. For example, Joe McMonegal preferred to work in a sensory isolation chamber and whisper his observations into a tape recorder. Although there was considerable evidence after the fact the remote viewing worked and is a normal human function, this approach could not reliably produce useful results or be taught to others. This is a confusing point. There is considerable scientific evidence developed by Hal Puthoff, Russell Targ and Stephan Schwartz that remote viewing is a normal human ability. They even published an article in Nature in 1974. However, in terms of producing reliable information which could be trusted to be accurate and used in operations, remote viewing had considerable problems, as evidenced by a formal study of the CIA remote viewing program by Christopher Green in 1984.

As a result, psychic Ingo Swann and physicist Hal Puthoff at the Stanford Research Institute developed a systematic protocol for remote viewing which could be taught to others. It was a system which could be studied, improved, used in training so that viewers could be tested on their abilities and improve on their accuracy. It is essentially a system for screening mental noise from the true sensory input from the target, or learning to separate left brain analytic information (which usually is not accurate) from right brain spiritual and sensory input (which typically is highly accurate). As such, the protocol has important implications for understanding spiritual perceptions and their (mis)interpretation as well as learning and enhancing human intuition.

As Ingo Swann said “We are not teaching remote viewing, we are teaching the fundamental concepts of the perception of reality”.

Key Work is “Controlled” in Controlled Remote Viewing

There are considerable arguments and misunderstandings between psychics, free form remote viewers and controlled remote viewing. There shouldn’t be. Psychical abilities and free form
intuitive remote viewing are real human skills and have been around for tens of thousands of years. Shamans use them, and certainly early humans used remote viewing to find game and navigate long treks through the wilderness such as the land bridge from Asia to North American.

Controlled remote viewing is simply a teachable highly structured protocol which is very different from ordinary psychic, intuitive, trance states, and free style remote viewing. It is used operationally and for training purposes. It is a controlled process. Typically the viewer has a monitor and two persons work together in a viewer/monitor team. There is no trance state, and often the viewer and monitor simply chat or joke during the process.

It is now understood that remote viewing involves perceptions from the right temporal lobe feeding into already existing sensory neurobiological systems to create visual and emotional perceptions using the same mechanisms we use in ordinary perceptions. The mental noise screening process is a reliable means of sorting and screening out left brain input which can confuse accurate perceptions of the target. Remote viewing clearly documents that human beings are capable of non-ordinary perceptions involving the gathering of information from the universe by non-ordinary means. Most likely this talent evolved in ancient times and was helpful in hunting and exploring. I do not find it surprising that most remote viewers today are male and military minded; reflecting its hunter/shamanistic origins. There are less than a 100 experienced well trained remote viewers in the country today.

I am proud to be trained by the last remainder “keepers of the pure flame” of the original (and best in my opinion) controlled remote viewing protocol, Paul H Smith PhD and Lyn Buchanan. Pauline and I are one of a handful of civilian remote viewing teams in the United States.

WHAT IS “THE SIGNAL LINE”

Remote viewers refer to “the signal line” as the source of information about the remote target. We don’t really have a good understanding of what the source of the information is that is used in remote viewing. I have a theory that it is from “non local reality”, which by definition contains all the information in the Universe that ever was or will be. If that is true, then remote viewing has much in common with medium-ship, remembering past lives, religious and spiritual visions, and any non-ordinary perceptions that human beings have in which they gain information from non-ordinary sources. For example, the near death experience cross culturally has the common element that something is learned when we die. In other words, we learn lessons about love and life, while we die, through non-ordinary means. That is a form of non-local perception, and in my opinion remote viewing.

I consider remote viewing to simply be an opening of the right brain or “spiritual brain” (which according to Mario Beauregard at the University of Montreal is actually most of the brain, not simply a “god spot” or right brain). According to Stephan Schwartz, there are now seven proven ways to open the brain to the “all knowledge timeless spaceless domain” better known as “god”.
Pauline and I are very skilled at remote viewing. We can be given an arbitrary target number which has been attached to a target such as the Eiffel Tower, and fairly accurately describe and draw that target. So what? We are not going to be military remote viewers.

The “so what” is that in learning to identify the “signal line” of information from the mind of “god” about a remote target, we learn to identify the “signal line” of the meaning of our lives and how we fit into “god’s” greater plan.
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